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Transliteration of the Channeling "Community"
of Archangel Chamuel by Heike Lieselotte Schneider on July 28, 2022

" Be blessed, you beloved children of light. We are the energy you call Chamuel.

Beloved children in the light. Today again we would like to give you a message that
will revolve around the theme of community. Before we go into it in more detail, we
would first like to refer a little to the current events.

Beloved children in light. It is truly a turbulent time. It is a high and a low. For many
of you, the pressures on the outside are getting stronger and stronger, the thought
structures as to whether you can handle all that is coming your way, but also the
energies that are still shifting, that are still affecting you - still, of course, the energy
frequency will continue to be raised here on Earth, and beyond that, it is the case that
Earth is still not completely free. You are now just about - to give you a number, but
that is also relative - at 93%. It fluctuates sometimes, up to two points a day down
and up again due to the fact that depending on what news comes, the panic becomes
greater, the fear becomes greater, the despair becomes greater.
Beloved children in the light. Against all these things helps the action, to do
something, the implementation. Not worrying about "what then?". To be prepared,
yes. But not to live in permanent fear and worry of what will happen.
Beloved children in the light. As before, the transformational processes in the body
are sometimes accompanied by great fluctuations in temperature. You may be
freezing on days when it is actually very warm, or sweating on days when it is actually
not warm - and this has nothing to do with climate change (that makes us smile) this has everything to do with the fact that the energy levels in your bodies are
constantly changing because of the energy that is put into them. Depending on the
issues you have, the whole body is still in process. This will not change for the time
being. Any symptom that you feel right now in terms of bone density or bone strength
or bones in general is natural because the bones are the most dense, the least high
vibrational, the most solid.
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Therefore, joint problems in any area, headaches - many of you also have problems
with the cervical spine - but here the hint is said: less media, more nature, less
keeping the head bent, walking upright, walking straight would be very helpful here.
Beloved children. We would like to speak to you today on the subject of community.
Community is the connection of humanity with each other. Some call it the human
family, some just call it one's own family, but we are talking about the community. Of
the community of the neighborhood, of the community of friendships, of the
communities of union among themselves.
In English, community means "community", in the end, the coming of unity, of "unity",
of union. Of course, this does not mean on the physical level, it means on the spiritual,
mental level. You have been directly, and transformed, by the dark Ones who have
controlled, or are still partially controlling, all the time here - although here, too, let it
be noted that one or another great entity has been removed by the intervention of
Divine Omnipotence. Nevertheless, it is so that, on the one hand, people now begin
to fight more among themselves, or, better said, even those who worshipped the
darkness, turn more and more against each other. This is simply in the principle of
the worship of darkness. In the end, only the individual is fed from these sources.
Each one is elevated, each one is degraded, according to how it pleases - or became
- according to how useful one or another "human being" is for the nourishment, for
the nourishment of the dark entities. Perhaps you have felt that something has
changed, that sometimes quite surprisingly there is a certain lightness in your heart,
and then it slides down again because the next dark wave is launched.
Beloved children in the light. At the moment, it is indeed the case that whatever
darkness is still there is trying to spread as much darkness as possible, as much fear
and terror as possible, just to survive a little longer. You know that the darkness feeds
on your fears, on your anxieties, on your value judgments, on your evaluations, on
your pain, on your despair.
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Since the authorities, the leaders, what you very falsely call "elites," are dependent
upon this, it is so that when they bumble along leaderless or leadershipless, they
naturally end up turning against each other, because what is nurtured on the dark
side is the single combatant, is the individual, it is the one personality that is elevated
or degraded. The tools of darkness are always discord, are always division, are
always separation, are always fear and anxiety. Of course, money is also used to
lure or has been used to lure to an immense extent, but nonetheless, the thing that
is the most damaging to darkness is the incipient communion between people, the
recollection. Again, there are the individuals, of course, but the community that
doesn't let anyone just perish, the community that puts itself before the poor, the
weak, the children to protect, the community that lives honor, dignity, sovereignty,
bravery, courage. The community that has grown like a very large, old, strong oak
tree with the individual branches on it. The source ultimately that feeds the
communities worldwide is and remains love. The love from person to person, the love
for Divinity, the love in families, the love for nature, for animals, for fellow human
beings. Humanity is something that is lived in community. The time of the lone fighter
is over.
Again and again we are asked how long it will take. And even though we have already
answered this several times, we would like to address it once again, once again
because of the fact that the despair is increasing so drastically. The despair, the
doubts, mean nothing else than not yet having found one's own way to Godconnectedness.
Beloved children in the light. When the community of mankind, of humanity, stands
up and says "No!", who else can do anything? No one! When sovereignty is lived in
the individual, who can restrict? No one!
Beloved children in the light. Stop seeing yourselves as victims. Be sovereign people.
Act sovereignly without hatred and anger for the opposite, for the authorities. Without
this deep contempt, because that is again only the invitation for the darkness.
Beloved children. Each person has his own individual path. Every human being goes
his own way. Each person needs a different amount of pressure to perhaps become
more awake. Only it is not that we create this pressure, you manifest.
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It takes so long because you have no goal whatsoever of how the world could be.
Not yet any idea, not even real wishes, how the world could be in the most ideal case.
And on the other hand, there are already large communities that have joined together
to launch joint projects, that have set individual paths, that go alternative ways.
Actually, not the "alternative" ways, but the ways of the laws of nature, the ways of
the communities of nature.
It is really a matter of the virtue of being human taking hold again. The new time will
not be that you lie in the garden and everything is carried to your feet. The new time
is waiting for pioneers to create the new time. Sometimes it is easier to do this in a
community. It is important that you no longer see yourselves as just the single finger
on the hand, but that you understand that humanity is made up of many fingers and
that these are all brothers and sisters of yours and that ultimately only what you
actually feel inside can inspire you. But what you feel, you still do not find in your
head. But it's not useful to go permanently into the future, "Oh God, how bad is this
going to be?" or into the past, "Oh God, how bad was it there!" The point is to embrace
the here and now. Here and now, while you are listening to this message, you are
sitting in the warm, dry, maybe there is a cool breeze around you, maybe you have
a cool drink, maybe you are listening to it with someone you love together, maybe
you are feeling the connection and the love that we are sending you, maybe you are
completely awake and in your body in this moment. Maybe now in this moment you
feel the immense love that we are constantly sending you, maybe you feel the
connection. And the saying "It is more blessed to give than to receive" does not mean
that you are not allowed to give yourself anything or that you are not allowed to take
care of yourself, it only means that experience has shown that most people have
much more friends in giving than in receiving something themselves.
Beloved children in the light, it is now about connecting communities, connecting in
general, no longer perceiving yourself as a lone wolf. It is about reaching out to the
other, to the neighbor, regardless of what vaccination status one or the other may or
may not have. It is about entering a golden time together. And this golden time must
be created, of course.
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What many of you do - even the awakened ones - is to sit and wait for what is
presented to you on the outside. But it's about moving forward with commitment,
moving forward. To act out plans, projects that you have had in your head for years.
It takes so long because so many have not yet woken up. Even those who are
supposedly awake are waiting for someone else to do something for them. It's about
commitment, it's about standing up for yourself and for others. It's about putting
yourself before the helpless and the weak, and especially before children. It is about
not interfering out of noble pride or saying nothing when injustice happens, but it is
about restoring the dignity of people at all levels - which should be inviolable.
However, it is not only about the dignity of people, but it is also about the dignity of
children. It is about the dignity of animals, it is about respecting other beings in
general and it is about helping others as well. If you permanently see that your
neighbors don't treat each other well, it's not encroaching to say, "I would change
something," but perhaps it would be reaching out to establish a different form of
community. Ultimately, you chose the neighbors that are around you. Ultimately, you
attract the people who are in your life. Ultimately, everyone has a gift for you. One to
learn and the other to become happier.
Beloved child. Every soul has the Divine Spark attached to it, or rather, in every soul
there is the Divine Spark and it wants to go out! Ask yourself: "What would God do in
your place?" or "What would Jesus do?" or another Ascended Master. What would
an Ascended Master do when he comes to it, when there is a dispute? What would
he do if he came to it when there is injustice? This does not mean that you should
become encroaching, and this is a balancing act. Encroachment is still not very
useful, but sometimes you have to say, "Stop!" Sometimes you also have to say, "No,
not like that!". Sometimes you have to put yourself in front of the weaker ones.
Beloved children in the light. Every trip to the past and every trip to the future, the
fear of the Third World War, puts many of you under panic. The worst will be
prevented. Be in confidence in the Divine Omnipotence.
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Only one or the other will manifest a timeline where humanity is led so close to
destroying itself and then becoming awake. It is for each of you to find that one point
where you become awake, where you become powerful, where you go into your own
strength, into your own power. Each one of you has that point at a different moment.
And it's mostly about accepting that every journey, whether it's into the past or into
the future - the past that makes you angry or angry, the future that makes you fearful
or fearful - that in that moment your whole organism, your whole body is releasing
that sensation, the hormones, the proteins and everything that is needed to feel
something! But the here and the now, the love, the connection, the certainty of the
immortality of the own soul, the strength of being human, being a part of the Divine
source, that is what lifts you up, in the here and in the now. What gives you the
possibility to change the world. And sometimes it's easier to throw ideas at each
other, so to speak, in community, to plan, to create great projects out of it. It is a
matter of ultimately using this power and the strength of many together, the
connectedness, to give the other a hand.
Beloved children in the light. The timeline that you are using the most at this time is
a slightly faster timeline than in the past. Nevertheless, the point is that you do not
slip back into the waiting position. And that's why ultimately the big play is being
played out in such a way that more and more people are waking up. That more and
more people go into their own power, into their own strength. That more and more
people get involved, connect, live community. To stop looking at, "What is the most
important thing?" In the new world, you will no longer enhance yourself by what car
you drive or what cell phone you have or what label your clothes are from. You will
value yourself in the future by how much you contribute to the community. How much
love you give, how much healing you bring into the world, how much joy, how much
enthusiasm, how much strength. The world will return to that, to its origin, as it was
once meant to be, before the darkness sat on it and took over the reigns, so to speak.
For this it needs mature people. Mündige humans, who say which they would like
and which they would not like. And who are ready to stand up for it, to stand up for it
and to bring this into the future and also to implement it.
Beloved child in the light. You are truly able to create thousands of miracles.
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You are truly capable, when your vibrational frequency is high enough, of sweeping
thousands of people away.
You, and you alone, are capable of flooding thousands of people with love.
You are able to make the world a little brighter, a little more radiant, a little more just.
You are able to transform the world.
You are able to bring the Divine Light into the world.
You are able to live power and strength outwardly - sovereignty.
You are able to be a role model.
You are capable of being a protector.
And we don't mean here that it is necessary for each of you to "throw yourself in front
of the train", so to speak, for others. No, it's about taking a very clear stand,
communicating clearly, being clear in your power, not giving yourself up for others,
but reaching out to the other person. Some people will not accept the hand, no matter
how many times it is extended. If someone is in quicksand and you reach out your
hand and he just tries to explain to you who is to blame for getting him into the
quicksand in the first place - that person is so far from sovereignty that he doesn't
even want to wake up, because he prefers to continue living in his dream castle and
is also not willing to put himself before others.
Beloved children in the light. You are so wonderful. You are so special and so unique
- and so powerful in community. Each individual soul is already powerful, but in
community you can accomplish things because the Christ consciousness will work
among you. Just as Jesus said "When two or more come together in my name, I will
be in the midst of you!" - these are ultimately the words of the Divine Source itself!
As soon as you unite in love, the Divine Source is present, the Almighty is present.
To use this power. The darkness would retreat from it. You would not have to be
afraid for the simple reason that the darkness knows that it would be transformed
immediately in the light of the Almightiness. And that is why there are people who live
in their world or live in their bubble independent of other outside influences, who live
in their niches and can just enjoy the world without any distress.
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Of course, one or the other will now object: "Yes, but energy costs will rise" - "Yes,
but you don't know how you'll still be able to feed the family" - "Yes, but it's getting
tighter and tighter".

Beloved children. Be creative. It will not come to the extreme. You will get the help
beforehand from the luminous forces and they have many different faces to change
something in the end. It will not be pushed to the extreme, but to just before or that
you can already see the extreme for the simple reason that too many people still have
the victim role and do not go into their power and their strength and their power.
Create the happy feelings in the here and now and bathe in the endorphins, the happy
hormones and from that manifest what the future means for you, for each and every
one of you. There are enough timelines for you to choose from. But ultimately,
everything will lead to the Golden Age, regardless of what the individual manifests.
Beloved Child. You are infinitely powerful. You are infinitely strong. Otherwise, You
would not have insisted on being here at this time. You are the change that the world
needs. You are the light that the world needs. You are the power that is needed to
carry others along. You are the one you have always been waiting for. You are that
force that will drive change on all levels: In heart, in joy, in love, in gratitude for the
highest good of all in perfect happiness.
We bless you in the light of Divine Truth, in the light of Divine Love, in the light of
Divine Unity, Now and for all time and so be it!"
(Archangel Chamuel)
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